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SUMMARY
An encryption scheme is proposed that considers hierarchies in media, such as text, images, sound, and so on, in a composite multimedia content to enable versatile access control. In the proposed scheme,
a content provider has only one managed key (the master key) for a particular composite multimedia content, and an user who is permitted to access
a reserved content entities in the composite content receives only one key
that is subordinately generated from the master key. Another key generated
from the identical master key is delivered to another user, and this permits
the user to access diﬀerent entities. This scheme introduces a new key concept, namely “unusable key,” to keep all entities encrypted in a particular
medium and to simultaneously decrypt several entities in other media. The
other new key, “numbering key,” is also used in this scheme to support
simultaneous partial decryption of multiple images that are coded with a
scalable coding technology. Simulation results show the eﬀectiveness of
the proposed scheme; in particular, the length of the managed master key
and that of keys to be delivered to users are small.
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1.

Introduction

The growth in network technology has seen that the exchange of digital images and sound as well as texts become
very common regardless of whether these contents are commercial or non-commercial. Since such digital contents are
easily duplicated and re-distributed, protecting copyrights
and the privacy of contents is an important issue. Three
main approaches exist for protecting, namely, naı̈ve encryption (encrypting the whole content) [1], digital watermarking [2], and partial encryption [3]–[8]. A scheme for partial
encryption is proposed in this paper for controlling access
to composite multimedia contents.
Composite multimedia contents are made up of several media which several entities belong to each medium. A
simple and straightforward way to realize versatile access
control to composite multimedia contents encrypts each entities individually, similar to a partial encryption scheme [3]
for JPEG 2000 (JP2) [9], [10] coded images. This approach,
however, has to manage a large number of keys, according
to the number of entities in a content. Moreover, an user also
has to receive a number of keys, according to the number of
accessible entities.
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For JP2 coded images and/or MPEG-4 fine granularity
scalability (FGS) [11] coded videos, scalabilities are taken
into account in some partial encryption schemes [4]–[8].
Scalability provides easy access to subsets of a codestream,
and several scalabilities that have a hierarchical structure are
available in the JP2 or MPEG-4 FGS standard format. By
utilizing these hierarchical scalabilities, conventional hierarchical encryption schemes [7], [8] achieve
• all users receive one identical encrypted codestream,
• only one key (the master key) is managed,
though each user has one’s own access permission. Since
these schemes focus encryption of a single image or video,
these schemes fit neither multiple images nor composite
multimedia contents. Moreover, these schemes cannot help
but decrypt at least one component in all the scalabilities,
therefore expansion to medium oriented encryption in which
all entities in a medium are often keep as encrypted is diﬃcult.
In this paper, an encryption scheme for composite multimedia contents is proposed that enables versatile hierarchical access control [12], [13]. The proposed scheme manages one master key for a composite multimedia content and
delivers decryption keys generated from the master key to
users like schemes for JP2 codestreams [7], [8]. All users
access only one encrypted content, although permission to
access to decrypted content diﬀers from each other. The proposed scheme introduces unusable keys to keep all entities
encrypted in a particular medium and to simultaneously decrypt several entities in other media. In contrast to the proposed scheme, expansion of conventional schemes always
decrypt at least one entity in all media. Moreover, to support several images coded by a scalable coding technology,
a numbering key is used in the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme simultaneously and partially decrypts multiple images using this new concept.
2.

Conventional Scheme for JP2

First in this section, the structure of JP2 codestreams [9],
[10] and the conventional hierarchical encryption scheme
[7] for JP2 coded images are briefly described. Then, differences in application and conditions between the conventional and the proposed schemes are mentioned to clarify the
aim of this work.
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Fig. 3

Fig. 1

Master key divided into two partial keys [7].

A structure of JPEG 2000 codestreams [9], [10].

Fig. 4

Fig. 2 A JPEG 2000 codestream of grayscale image (three layers, L = 3,
and four resolution levels, R = 4) [9], [10].

2.1 JP2 Codestream
Figure 1 shows a JP2 codestream using YCb Cr as the color
space. This JP2 codestream’s progression order is layer resolution level - component - position (LRCP).
The main header is followed by the most significant
layer and so on to the least significant layer. A codestream
is terminated by the end of codestream (EOC) marker. Each
layer is composed of data from each resolution level that
corresponds to visual significance. A resolution level of zero
only contains data from the LL subband, and the other resolution levels contain three subbands, i.e., HL, LH, and HH.
If an original image has color components, a JP2 packet contains one color component.
All JP2 packets are usually decoded to reconstruct an
image as well as other coding technologies. In addition, images that diﬀer from the usually decoded image can be reconstructed by controlling the number of JP2 packets to be
decoded, and this feature is scalability. Several scalabilities
such as quality scalability served by layers and resolution
scalability are based on hierarchy in which less important
data are subordinate to more important data. That is, decoding subordinate data without decoding superordinate data is
meaningless in a hierarchical scalability.
2.2 Hierarchical Encryption for JP2
The conventional scheme [7] subordinately generates keys
from a single master key and controls access for a JP2 codestream along all hierarchical scalabilities. Now, a JP2 codestream of a grayscale image is assumed to be composed of L
layers and R resolution levels. Figure 2 shows a codestream
with 12 JP2 packets from Pl,0,0r to Pl,2,3r under conditions that
L = 3 and R = 4.
l, r
into
Figure 3 shows that this scheme divides KL−1,R−1
two partial keys of equal length. Each partial key is allocated

Order of generating keys [7].

to each hierarchical scalability, and a key for a JP2 packet is
subordinately generated from the previously generated key.
Partial keys for hierarchy of layers, Kll ’s, are generated by





l
l
Kll = H L−1−l KL−1
= H H L−1−l−1 KL−1
,
(1)
l = L − 2, . . . , 1, 0,
where H(·) is an one way hash function [14] and H 0 (·) output the input as it is. Partial keys for hierarchy of resolution
levels are similarly generated by
 r 
Krr = H R−1−r KR−1
,
r = R − 2, . . . , 1, 0.
(2)
For the JP2 codestream shown in Fig. 2, the order of generating keys is summarized as Fig. 4.
l, r
Partial keys Kll and Krr are combined to form key Kl,r
l, r
l, r
that corresponds to JP2 packet Pl,r . Packet Pl,r is enl, r
crypted using key Kl,r
, where l = {0, 1, . . . , L − 1} and
r = {0, 1, . . . , R − 1}. Encrypted JP2 codestreams are disl, r
are permittributed to users. Users who receive key KL−1,R−1
ted to access the fully decrypted image, whereas users who
l, r
are able to access the image having the least
receive K0,0
quality. This scheme is easily extended to three or more
scalabilities, including color components, by dividing the
master key into multiple partial keys.
2.3 Limitation of Conventional Scheme
Application and conditions of the conventional scheme [7]
are the following.
• The target medium is an image (JP2 coded).
• One content is equal to one image.
• At least one JP2 packet has to be decrypted.
On the other hand, composite multimedia contents have the
following characteristics.
• Media other than just images simultaneously exist in
one content.
• Simultaneous access control to multiple images has to
be considered.
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Fig. 5 Application and conditions for the access controlling of
composite multimedia contents.

Fig. 6 A multimedia content consisting of four text paragraphs and three
images (P = 4, I = 3, and M = 0).

• All entities in one particular medium remain encrypted,
whereas several entities in other media are decrypted.
As shown in Fig. 5, one composite multimedia content
consists of several media. Furthermore, several entities exists in each medium and each entities may be uncoded or
coded without scalabilities. Since the conventional scheme
[7] controls only one JP2 coded image, the kind of medium
and the number of entities are restricted.
In addition, because of the design of hierarchical scalabilities in JP2 coding, one JP2 packet belong to a layer and
simultaneously to a resolution level. That is, it cannot decrypt a JP2 packet based on layer scalability but not based
on resolution scalability, though medium based access control is desired for composite multimedia contents.
Therefore, expansion of the conventional scheme [7]
for controlling access to composite multimedia contents by
dealing with media rather than scalabilities does not work
well. Since above mentioned problems are essential for access controlling of composite multimedia contents, novel
and unique solutions are desired.
In the next section, a hierarchical encryption scheme
is proposed for controlling access to composite multimedia contents. The proposed scheme fits composite multimedia contents and simultaneously keeps the advantages of
the conventional scheme described in this section by overcoming above mentioned problems with simple solutions.
3.

Proposed Scheme [12], [13]

Composite multimedia content consists of several media
which several entities furthermore belong to a medium.
Here, a content assumed to consist of P text paragraphs, I
images, and M music. A paragraph and a sound file are entities in text and sound media, respectively, and these entities
are units for access control. Whereas, in image medium,
each component in an image scalable-encoded is an unit for
access control. If all images are encoded by a non scalable
coding technology rather than scalable coding technologies,
an image file is a unit for access control.
The proposed scheme introduces two new concepts,

Fig. 7 Order of generating keys for keeping all objects in a particular
medium encrypted (keys in the L-shaped box with dashed line are unusable
keys).

namely unusable keys and numbering keys. Unusable keys
realize that all entities in one particular medium remain encrypted and simultaneously several objects in other media
are decrypted. Otherwise, a numbering key oﬀers control
of the number of images to be accessed. Although this paper describes these keys separately, these keys are able to
cooperate with each other.
It is noted that this scheme assumes a hierarchy exists
in a medium. Here, “hierarchy” includes not only those for
scalabilities in JP2 coded images but also so to say semantic hierarchies. In the text medium, the appearing order of
paragraphs has its own meaning, and it is referred to as a
semantic hierarchy here. The proposed scheme, therefore,
does not require entities themselves coded by scalable coding technologies.
3.1 Unusable Keys
Consider the composite multimedia content shown in Fig. 6
that consists of four text paragraphs and three images, i.e.,
P = 4, I = 3, and M = 0. To support that no entity is
decrypted in one particular medium, this scheme generates
i, p
keys Ki,p ’s (i = −1, 0, . . . , I − 1, p = −1, 0, . . . , P − 1) using
the process outlined in Fig. 7.
i, p
More definitively, master key KI−1,P−1
is split into two
partial keys, in which the former is for images and the latter
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Fig. 8

The master key for a multimedia content shown in Fig. 6.

is for text paragraphs as shown in Fig. 8. Partial key Kii for
image S ii is subordinately generated by


i
Kii = H I−1−i KI−1
,
i = I − 2, . . . , 1, 0, −1,
(3)
p

Fig. 9 An example of multiple images having hierarchical scalabilities
(two images having three layers and four resolution levels, I = 2, L = 3,
and R = 4).

p

and for text paragraph S p , key K p is similarly generated by
 p 
p
K p = H P−1−p KP−1 ,
p = P − 2, . . . , 1, 0, −1. (4)
p

i
No image is encrypted with K−1
, and K−1 does not correspond to any paragraph. These partial keys are referred
to as unusable keys. For the composite multimedia content
i, p
shown in Fig. 6, an user who receives K−1,3 is permitted to
access all four paragraphs but is not permitted to access any
i, p
images. On the other hand, K1,−1 allows an user to access
two of the three images but does not allow access to the
text paragraphs. The proposed scheme, thus, oﬀers versatile
access control based on media as well as versatile access
control in a medium.

Fig. 10 Order of generating keys for supporting multiple images having
scalabilities (keys in the box with dashed line are numbering keys).

3.2 Numbering Keys
A numbering key is quite simple but highly eﬀective. Consider I images, each of which consists of L layers and R resolution levels. Figure 9 shows an example in which I = 2,
L = 3, and R = 4.
To support that multiple images with scalabilities, the
i, l, r
(i = 0, 1, . . . , I − 1,
proposed scheme generates key Ki,l,r
l = 0, 1, . . . , L − 1, r = 0, 1, . . . , R − 1) for JP2 packet Pi,i,l,rl, r
by the rule shown in Fig. 10. To comply with Fig. 10, masi, l, r
is split into three partial keys as shown
ter key KI−1,L−1,R−1
in Fig. 11; The first part, Kii , the second part, Kll , and the
third part, Krr , are for images themselves, layers in images,
and resolution levels in images, respectively. Keys Kii , Kll ,
and Krr are subordinately generated by Eqs. (1), (2), and (3),
respectively.
i, l, r
allows an
For the codestreams shown in Fig. 9, K1,2,1
user to obtain all two images with all three layers and two
i, l, r
is perlower resolution levels. An user who receives K0,2,3
mitted to access the fully decoded first image. This scheme,
thus, is applicable to multiple images having hierarchical
scalabilities.
3.3 Key Length and Running Costs
In practical use, the costs to manage and deliver keys are important. If it gives security preference, storage and transmission costs of keys increases. Whereas, reducing storage and
transmission of keys makes the system insecure. Therefore,

Fig. 11

The master key for multiple images shown in Fig. 9.

in this section, the total length (number) of keys required
in the proposed scheme is simply analyzed for estimation
of costs. In this paper, the analysis covers wider range of
composite multimedia contents than Ref. [13]. That is, this
paper gives an analysis more general and precise than it.
Since all entities in all the media are independently encrypted in a straightforward approach that is similar to the
conventional scheme for JP2 images [3], a number of keys
are requested to be managed and delivered to an user for
enabling versatile access control. In contrast, the proposed
scheme has only one master key and delivers only one key
to an user who is permitted to access composite multimedia
content. This advantage of the proposed scheme improves
security and reduces costs in key management and delivery.
Consider composite multimedia content with P text
paragraph, I images, and M music. Furthermore, an image
consists of L layers and R resolution levels. The proposed
scheme manages and delivers AN bytes-long key to enable
versatile access control under the condition where each partial key is N bytes long, where
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A=



f (k),

(5)

it is found that

k∈P,I,M

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨0,
f (P) = ⎪
⎪
⎩1,
⎧
⎪
⎪
0,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
1,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
f (I) = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
2,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩3,
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨0,
f (M) = ⎪
⎪
⎩1,

P=0
,
P≥1
I=0
I = 1, L = 1, R = 1
or I ≥ 2, L = 1, R = 1
or I = 1, L ≥ 2, R = 1
or I = 1, L = 1, R ≥ 2 ,
I = 1, L ≥ 2, R ≥ 2
or I ≥ 2, L = 1, R ≥ 2
or I ≥ 2, L ≥ 2, R = 1
I ≥ 2, L ≥ 2, R ≥ 2
M=0
.
M≥1

N=
(6)

4.

Simulation

(7)

Encrypted entities in each medium are not shown and encrypted components in JP2 coded images are not decoded
in this section. Any arbitrary one way hash function and
any arbitrary encryption algorithm are used in the proposed
scheme, this paper uses SHA-256 [15] and Blowfish [16],
respectively.

(8)

4.1 Unusable Key
Consider an user who is permitted to access all text paragraphs but who is not permitted to access any images in
the multimedia content shown in Fig. 6. Direct application
of the conventional scheme [7] in this example would see
i, p
that the user receives key K0,3 and accesses all the text paragraphs and image Si0 as shown in Fig. 13(a). In contrast, the
proposed scheme that uses unusable keys is able to precisely

(9)

times larger than that of the proposed scheme. In particular,
the sum of images, layers, and resolution levels strongly affect the total length of a key in the ordinary way. Figure 12
shows the total length of a key versus the sum of entities.
The proposed scheme suppress the total length of a key to
be delivered to an user, whereas the ordinary way increases
the length of a key according to the sum of entities.
On the other hand, under the condition where the total amount of managed key for the proposed and ordinary
schemes are equal, i.e.,
(P + ILR + M)Q = AN,

(11)

The proposed scheme is able to increase the length of each
partial key, N, as mentioned in Eq. (11), and this improves
the security of the proposed scheme.

It is noted that 0 ≤ A ≤ 5 in this explanation. In contrast,
the ordinary approach has to deal with (P + ILR + M) of Q
bytes-long keys for the composite multimedia content. An
user, thus, receives a concatenated key with (P + ILR + M)Q
bytes long in the ordinary approach.
If the length of key Q and partial key N are equal, i.e.,
Q = N, the total length of a key to be delivered to an user in
the ordinary way is
P + ILR + M
A

P + ILR + M
Q.
A

(a) By the conventional scheme [7]. One image is decrypted, though it is desired to be encrypted.

(10)

(b) By the proposed scheme. No image is decrypted.
Fig. 12 The total length of a key to be delivered to an user versus the
sum of image-related entities.

Fig. 13 An example of access control to the composite multimedia content shown in Fig. 6. All text paragraphs are accessible and all images are
desired to be encrypted.
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[5]

[6]
(a) Lena
(b) Barbara
Fig. 14 Obtained images by the proposed scheme (two images with three
layers and four resolution levels, I = 2, L = 3, and R = 4, and two resolution levels over all layers in both images are obtained).

i, p

control the user’s access by sending key K−1,3 to the user, as
shown in Fig. 13(b).
4.2 Numbering Keys
Two 512 × 512-sized 8-bits quantized grayscale images
“Lena” and “Barbara,” were losslessly compressed using
JP2 encoder of Kakadu [17] under conditions of three layers and four resolution levels, i.e., I = 2, L = 3, and R = 4,
and two codestreams are encrypted by the proposed scheme.
i, l, r
, JP2 packets Pi,i,l,rl, r ’s, where
By receiving only one key, K1,2,1
i = 0, 1, l = 0, 1, 2, 3, and r = 0, 1 are simultaneously decrypted. The obtained two images that are half sized images
of the original images are shown in Fig. 14.
However, when the conventional scheme [7] is applied
to this example, two keys are required for the two images.
The more images exist, the more keys have to be managed
and delivered.
5.

Conclusions

A hierarchical encryption scheme has been proposed for
composite multimedia contents that enables versatile access
control. The proposed scheme has the only one master key
and delivers one key to an user. This scheme can keep all
the entities in a particular medium encrypted and simultaneously decrypt several entities in other media by using unusable keys. Moreover, the scheme supports multiple images
with scalabilities by numbering keys.
Further work include considering resilience to collusion attacks in which several malicious users generate a new
key from those own keys to access further entities.
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